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Artist Statement
Conceptual artist, music producer, performer, and 
educator. My work focused on human 
conscientiousness. It’s transformation, structure, 
and interaction with reality. 

The main field of my research and creativity is a 
collision between cognitive science, psychology, 
informational processes in society, technology, and 
aesthetics. 

My goal is the creation of transcendental art. Art 
that is evolutionary potent, so it can transform and 
affect author, spectator, reality, and art itself. 

http://imanou.art
https://www.facebook.com/MaxImanou/
https://instagram.com/imanou_eye


Skin Of The City 

Watch video

Video art

2020

Skin Of The City — explores the aesthetics of 
ordinary and how external inputs affect our 
outcomes. 
How objects affect the way we think, perceive, and 
behave? 
What we experience as beautiful and why? 
Used tech: StyleGan2, CultureShock, Logic X, 
Topaz
Source material: carefully chosen and captured 
nature and city textures.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_OLOcxOj60


Last one: tobaccoism and dualism
“Duality of human existence on example of tobacco addiction ”

interactive installation with video mapping

2019

How often we give ourselves promises and then break them? What force is behind the 
desire to change ourselves for better and what get in the way? 
We all have an ideal self and a real self. Ideal self — is an image of us in the future, 
what we can become if we use our potential wisely. The real self is what we are now. 
The relationships between the two are very important. For example, if the difference 
between them is too dramatic, people start to experience different personality 
disorders. Perfectionism, anxiety, food disorders all can be a consequence of this gap.  
80% of smokers what to stop. 30% make regulars attempts to do so. Only 3% 
succeed. One of the reasons it is addiction is hard to overcome. Another one is love/
hate relationships with tobacco. This duality is everywhere. In nature, in social 
structures in a way we think. 



The word on the cigarette 
mean “lats one”. Installation is 
interactive, it is meant that 
everybody can take a cigarette 
from installation and smoke it. 
Maybe it will become his or her 
last one. 

Funny fact: the last exhibit of 
this installation was smoked 
out by me, and after it, I 
stopped smoking. (at least for 
now!) 



The Wave

The Wave — monistic audio performance that explores the boundary between notions and 
the questioning dichotomy of our perception. 
For this work, different sound sources were used. Field recording of nature and human-
generated sounds. Electromagnetic recording, light modulation, and electroacoustic 
instruments. Another important element is humans who perceive and interpret this data. 
The goal was to clash these elements against each other, blurring the boundaries, and 
observe what is similar and what is different about them. 

Performance of a piece: all sounds were chosen, played, and processed live using Ableton 
live and various midi controllers.  

 

The work was created during masters program “Digital Art” at FEFU 

Tutor Boris Shershenkov 

Listen 

Audio perfomance and sound art 

2019

https://soundcloud.com/dafefu/max-imanou-fadeev-the-wave-live-improv-at-ajacs-vladivostok
https://soundcloud.com/dafefu/max-imanou-fadeev-the-wave-live-improv-at-ajacs-vladivostok


IMANOU — Dig Deeper
“Ideas — thoughts they govern human behaviour.” 

Jim Powell 
The ideas rule the world not humans. Our world view, 
actions, and fate depend on a set of beliefs we have. 
But what can we do about it? “Dig deeper” 
aesthetically explores the world of ideas. How they 
spread, evolve and affect our lives. 

Used media: Video clip with music 

Instruments used: Analog musical instruments, voice 
and Ableton live for sound, VVVV for video processing 
and generative graphics, FinalCut for editing.

Director, videographer, music production — Maxim 
IMANOU Fadeev

Video Processing— Kipol  

Watch video

Music Video 

2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bm_McBu-Jso
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bm_McBu-Jso


Project One — the future of social evolution
Holarchy — the principle of inclusion and transcendence. For example cell consist of 
molecules but not just a sum of them, because it has different, more complex 
qualities. The organ consists of cells but is more than just a sum of them. Organisms 
consist of organs but much more than the sum of organs. Every level consists of parts 
from the previous one but transcends them. Part and a whole. Transcendence and 
inclusion.  
The same principle works with social systems. People unite in families, families from 
tribal communities. These communities form nations. The next natural step is to 
overcome national governments to form a meta-structure. 
The goal of the project transition to post-national state, by the global vote. For this 
purpose special infrastructure is created. Museum interface where you can vote and 
website where all the votes come. 
The project finishes were the last human has voted. 

Work in progress



IMANOU Orchestra — Ocean (Live) 
Audio visual perfomance  


2016

Watch Video

In this piece, all the participants knew only the theme 
(ocean) beforehand. They meet in front of the audience 
and play together. 

 With no rehearsals. 

For me, the result is to represent what we feel and think 
about the ocean as a group of people subconsciously. It 
is beautiful but anxious at the same time. Should I 
explain why? We all know the answer.  


Directing, electronica, sound fx, and mixing — Maxim 
IMANOU Fadeev

Drums, vocal — Kamila Isaeva

Vocal, Alt — Anna Dushkina

Vocal, percussion — Vikama 

VJ— Kipol

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=As6B9ZM2OK0

